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Computer case Darkflash A290 + 3 fans (white)

Darkflash A290 computer case (white)
Want to build yourself the perfect computer for work or gaming? The Darkflash A290 case will help you do it! It is compatible with many
types of components and allows you to create a powerful cooling system. It also offers several key ports and buttons, including USB 3.0,
USB 2.0 and a headphone/speaker output. It is also distinguished by a modern, stylish design - a tempered glass side panel will give you
stunning visual effects.
 
Plenty of expansion possibilities
The A290 chassis is compatible with a range of components, so you can easily build exactly the computer of your dreams. The product
supports  such  motherboard  standards  as  ATX,  M-ATX  and  ITX,  and  allows  you  to  mount  a  graphics  card  with  a  maximum  length  of
260mm. You'll also have room for CPU cooling up to 160mm in height.
 
Efficient cooling
Don't  worry  about  your  computer  overheating.  The well-thought-out  design of  the  A290 case allows for  efficient  heat  dissipation,  and
there is also the possibility to install 5 120mm fans. You can also install 240mm water cooling. Now you can play even the most dynamic
game or use demanding software without any problems! In addition, the kit includes 3 CL6 fans.
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Thoughtful design
The side panel of the case is made of tempered glass. This favors the display of components equipped with backlighting, emphasizing
the gaming character of your configuration. What's more, the A290 is distinguished by a modern finish, which further enhances the visual
appeal of the hardware. The case is also equipped with a dust filter, which can be easily removed and cleaned. This makes it effortless to
keep your equipment in excellent condition.
 
More amenities
You can place an HDD or SSD in the case. When you choose the A290, you'll also gain access to an interface with a USB3.0 port, which
features outstanding speed. And when you want to expand your hardware configuration, 7 expansion card slots will help.
 
A290 computer case
3x CL6 fan
Brand
Darkflash
Model
A290
Color
White
Motherboard standard
ATX, M-ATX, ITX
Side panel
Tempered glass
Dimensions
320x190x433mm
Disk mounting spaces
HDD x1;SSD x1;
Expansion card slots
7
Max graphics card length
260mm
Max CPU cooling height
160mm
Power source mounting location
Bottom
Cooling mounting options
Front: 120mm fan x2;Rear: 120mm fan x1;Top: 120mm fan x2;
Front panel connectors
USB 3.0 x 1, USB 2.0 x 2 Headphone/speaker output, Power, Reset

Price:

€ 52.50

Gaming, PC Cases
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